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According to the studies of genuine tripartite nonlocality in discrete variable quantum systems
conducted so far, Svetlichny inequality is considered as the best Bell-type inequality to detect genuine (three way) nonlocality of pure tripartite genuine entangled states. In the present work, we
have considered another Bell-type inequality (which has been reported as the 99-th facet of N S2
local polytope in (J.-D. Bancal, et.al.,Phys. Rev.A 88, 014102 (2013)), to reveal genuine tripartite
nonlocality of generalized GHZ(Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger) class and a subclass of extended GHZ
class states([1]) thereby proving the conjecture given by Bancal, et.al.[31] for the GGHZ class and
the subclass of extended GHZ states. We compare the violation of this inequality with Svetlichny
inequality which reveals the efficiency of the former inequality over the latter to demonstrate genuine nonlocality using the above classes of quantum states. Even in some cases discord monogamy
score can be used as a better measure of quantum correlation over Svetlichny inequality for those
classes of pure states. Besides, the 99-th facet inequality is found efficient not only for revealing
genuine nonlocal behavior of correlations emerging in systems using pure entangled states but also
in some cases of mixed entangled states over Svetlichny inequality and some well known measures
of entanglement .
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.-a

I.

MOTIVATION

The correlated statistics arising by performing local
measurements on an entangled state are nonlocal in nature in the sense that they violate a Bell inequality
[2, 3]. Nonlocality has been a core part of quantum
mechanics which has been supported by many experimental evidences[4, 5]. So far there has been a lot of
analysis about the nonlocal nature of correlations arising between two space-like separated quantum systems
exploring different tools demonstrating nonlocality in bipartite systems, such as, different forms of Bell-type inequalities, nonlocality witnesses, etc. However, the understanding about multipartite nonlocality has not yet
reached a satisfactory level due to increasing complexity
while one shift from a bipartite to a multipartite scenario. In this context, perhaps the most interesting topic
is that of genuine nonlocality. It may be referred to as
correlations emerging in a n-party quantum system when
all of the spatially separated parties constituting the sys-
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where a, b, c ∈ {0, 1} denote the outputs and X, Y, Z ∈
{0, 1} denote the inputs of the three parties Alice, Bob
and Charlie
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tem are nonlocally correlated. It is the strongest form
of nonlocality. Apart from enriching quantum mechanics
theoretically, study of nonlocality has significant contributions in the field of applications, for example, developing practical quantum information processing protocols
[6–15], communication complexity problems[16], device
independent quantum cryptography [17–20], randomness
expansion [21, 22], measurement-based quantum computation [23, 24], etc. Besides, multipartite long-range
correlations can play an important role in various condensed matter systems[25, 26], quantum phase transitions [11, 27, 28, 72]. Svetlichny laid the cornerstone
in the study of genuine multiparty nonlocality.

A.

Svetlichny inequality

Svetlichny introduced a different form of correlations
namely hybrid local-nonlocal form:

qµ Pµ (ac/XZ)Pλ (b/Y ) +

X

qν Pν (bc/Y Z)Pν (a/X);

(1)

ν

not be written in this form are genuine nonlocal (we will
refer it as, S2 (Svetlichny) nonlocal, in future). In order to
detect genuine nonlocality, a Bell-type inequality S ≤ 4
is provided where
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S = hX0 Y0 Z0 i + hX1 Y0 Z0 i − hX0 Y1 Z0 i + hX1 Y1 Z0 i + hX0 Y0 Z1 i − hX1 Y0 Z1 i + hX0 Y1 Z1 i + hX1 Y1 Z1 i,

violation of which guarantees Svetlichny nonlocality([30])
(S2 nonlocality([31]). Svetlichny inequality has been further generalized to arbitrary number of parties [32, 33]
and arbitray dimension [34, 35]. This inequality (2) is violated by GHZ and W states [36–38] and can be regarded
as a unique witness of genuine tripartite nonlocality in a
scenario where each of the three parties performs two dichotomic measurements [30]. However, it can be regarded
as a sufficient criteria only for detecting genuine nonlocality as there exist some genuine nonlocal correlations
which satisfy this inequality [31, 39, 40].

(2). There may be one-way or both way signaling between a pair of parties or both the parties may perform simultaneous measurements. Thus, Svetlichny type
nonlocality and hence the inequality (2) lacks physical
motivation which in turn may lead to grandfather-style
paradoxes [31] and inconsistency in operational purposes
[39, 40]. In [31] Bancal et.al., removed this sort of ambiguity by putting restrictions on the bipartite terms and
thereby provided two alternative definitions of nonlocality: N S2 (no signaling) type and T2 (time ordering) type.
C.

B.

(2)

N S2 correlations and Bancal etal.’s conjecture

Incompleteness of S2 correlations

The definition(1) being general, no restrictions were
imposed on the bipartite terms used in the inequality

P (abc/XY Z) =
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where the bipartite terms satisfy no signaling conditions
of the form:
Pλ (a/XY ) = Pλ (a/XY ′ ) ∀ a, X, Y, Y ′

(4)

Pλ (b/XY ) = Pλ (b/X ′ Y ) ∀ b, X, X ′ , Y.

(5)

The correlations which are of the above form are called
N S2 (no signaling) local. Otherwise, they are N S2 nonlocal. The no signaling constraints imposed on the bipartite terms exclude the possibility of the outcomes of
one or two parties influencing the inputs of the remaining one. Hence this form of nonlocality is in general
weaker than that of Svetlichny nonlocality. In [31], 185
Bell-type inequalities are given which constitute the full
class of facets of N S2 local polytope. Violation of any
of these facets (Bell-type inequalities) guarantees N S2
nonlocality. Svetlichny inequality constitute the 185-th
class. So far, mostly the 185-th class facet inequality,
i.e., Svetlichny inequality(2) has been used as a tool to
demonstrate genuine nonlocality. For instance, in [36]
S. Ghose et.al., analyzed the relation between genuine
nonlocality and three-tangle (genuine tripartite entanglement measure)[41] for the class of GGHZ [1, 42] and Maximal Slice(MS) states [43].The latter are included in the
subclass S of extended GHZ states[1, 42]). They showed

Among these two types, in the N S2 type nonlocality,
bipartite correlation terms abide by the no signaling criteria:
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that up to projective measurements, GGHZ states show
genuine nonlocality for three-tangle (τ ) greater than 31
whereas MS states violate Svetlichny inequality for any
positive value of τ . In [37], closed forms of the bounds of
Svetlichny inequality were derived for extended GHZ and
W class of states. In the framework where a complete
set of Bell-type inequalities were introduced by Bancal
et. al.([31]), it was conjectured that genuine tripartite
entanglement of a pure state guarantees genuine nonlocality. With the help of one of these Bell-type inequalities
(168-th class), Adesso et. al., investigated the genuine
tripartite nonlocality of three-mode Gaussian states in
continuous variable systems [44]. Besides, in[45] Almeida
et.al., provided sufficient criteria for a quantum system
to be fully nonlocal according to a given partition and
also to be genuinely multipartite nonlocal. Other than
the statistical approach [30, 31] genuine nonlocality of
tripartite states was revealed with the aid of Hardy type
argument [46–48]. Apart from demonstrating nonlocality
in quantum systems, an information theoretic measure of
discord monogamy score [49, 50] has been used to exploit
quantum correlations beyond entanglement for multipartite systems. Although all these studies have contributed
in providing different means of demonstrating nonlocality
and thereby quantumness in different physical systems,
yet, it is still a matter of interest to develop better tools

3
for exploiting the same. Our work basically focuses in
this direction.

D.

Summary of the work

We have used one of the facets of N S2 local polytope
as a better tool than Svetlichny for demonstrating three
way nonlocal nature of correlations emerging in discrete
variable quantum systems. This in turn is useful to analyze the existing relation in between nonlocal nature of
the resulting correlations with that of genuine tripartite
entanglement of the quantum states involved in the systems. We have used the 99-th class facet of the N S2 local
polytope [31]. The 99-th facet inequality ([31]) is given
by:
N S ≤ 3.

(6)

where N S = hX1 Y1 i + hX0 Y0 Z0 i + hY1 Z0 i + hX1 Z1 i −
hX0 Y0 Z1 i. For this facet, we derive the closed form of
maximum violation for two class of pure tripartite states:
GGHZ and a subclass (S) of extended GHZ states ([1])
under projective measurements. Interestingly the 99-th
class facet (Eq.6) helps us to reveal genuine nonlocality
of GGHZ states for any non zero value of τ unlike Eq(2),
where the same is revealed only for τ > 13 . This in turn
proves the conjecture made by Bancal et.al.,([31]) for the
GGHZ class of states. Further, a comparative study of
the violations of 99-th facet inequality and Svetlichny
inequality for the subclass S of extended GHZ states reveals that the former(6) gives advantage over the latter
for a certain range of τ . In particular, MS class of states
(a subclass of S) exhibits genuine tripartite nonlocality
for any positive amount of τ for both of these facet inequalities. Consequently, 99-th class facet inequality(6)
emerges as a more efficient tool compared to Svetlichny
for revealing three-way nonlocality in a quantum system
using the above mentioned two classes of pure tripartite
states. Quantumness is revealed in a system via generation of nonlocal correlations. From that perspective
99-th facet inequality serves as a good measure of quantum correlation behaving in a similar manner as discord
monogamy score (δD ) for the complete GGHZ class and
also for subclass S of extended GHZ class. The similarity in the pattern of variation of discord monogamy
score (δD ) and that of amount of violation of 99-th facet
inequality with the state parameter or amount of entanglement also supports the fact that δD helps us to detect
genuine nonlocality via revelation of quantumness even
in some cases where Svetlichny inequality cannot be used
as a tool to detect genuine nonlocality of these two classes
of pure states. For instance, considering GGHZ class of
states, δD > 0 in the subinterval [0, 0.393] of the interval
[0, π4 ] of the state parameter (η) where the class reveals
nonlocality (guaranteed by violation of the 99-th facet inequality) but Svetlichny cannot be used to demonstrate
the same. Similar sort of results also exist for subclass(S)

of extended GHZ class of states. In case of mixed tripartite states, the main focus so far was on analyzing the
entanglement properties of the states via various entanglement measures. Here we have studied nonlocal behavior of noisy GHZ states, noisy MS states and some family
of high rank mixed states(whose explicit expressions for
the three-tangle(τ ) are reported in [55–59]) by providing
closed forms of violation of 99th facet inequality(6). Our
work can be organized as follows: Section (II) deals with
some mathematical prerequisites. Bounds for violation
of the 99th facet(6) are discussed in Section(III). Next
three sections(IV-VI) deal with various sides of getting
advantage of the 99th facet over Svetlichny inequality(2)
from physical point of view. In Section(VII) we end up
with a conclusion.
II.

PRELIMINARIES

To begin with we first explain the three-tangle (τ )
which is used as the measure of genuine tripartite entanglement [41]:
2
2
2
− C12
− C13
τ = C1(23)

(7)

2
C1(23)
is a measure of entanglement between the first
qubit(1) and the joint state of the last two qubits (2, 3).
2
2
C12
and C13
are the concurrences [60] measuring nature
of bipartite entanglement between qubits 1, 2 and 1, 3
respectively. τ remains invariant under permutation of
the indices (1, 2, 3) and lies in the interval [0, 1]. For separable and bi-separable states τ = 0 and for GHZ state,
it is 1. For a three-qubit pure state of the form:

|ψi = a|011i + b|101i + c|110i + d|000i + heiγ |111i (8)
three-tangle is given by
p
τ = 4d (dh2 − 4abc)2 + 16abcdh2cos2 γ

(9)

Quantum Monogamy Score: Monogamy constrains the
sharing of quantum correlations among subsystems of a
multipartite quantum state. For a tripartite quantum
state ρABC , a bipartite quantum correlation measure (Q)
is monogamous (with A as the “nodal observer“) if
Q(ρA:BC ) ≥ Q(ρAB ) + Q(ρAC ).

(10)

Here, Q(ρAB ), Q(ρAC ) and Q(ρA:BC ) denotes quantum
correlation (considering Q as a bipartite measure) between subsystems (A, B), (A, C) and between system A
and subsystems B and C taken together respectively.
The above inequality can be recast as
δQ ≡ Q(ρA:BC ) − Q(ρAB ) − Q(ρAC ) ≥ 0.

(11)

δQ is regarded as the monogamy score. If discord (D) is
considered as the quantum correlation measure (Q) then
we get discord monogamy score [49, 50]:
δD = D(ρA:BC ) − D(ρAB ) − D(ρAC )

(12)

4
where D(ρAB ) denotes quantum discord between subsystems A and B [61–63]. Discord monogamy score
(δD ) has been interpreted as a multiparty informationtheoretic quantum correlation measure [50]. A tripartite
state ρABC satisfies monogamy relation (Eq.(10)), if
δD > 0, whereas it violates Eq.10, if δD ≤ 0.
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GGHZ class

First we consider generalized Greenberger-HorneZeilinger (GGHZ) class of states [1]:
π
].
4
(13)
The GHZ states([64]) are for η = π4 . The GGHZ states
are significant for the study of nonlocality as they are
the only class of pure three qubit states such that all
information about them can be coded in the corresponding tripartite correlations (they cannot be uniquely reconstructed from the corresponding reduced two-qubit
states) [65]. Besides, because of inherent symmetry in
their structure [43], they possesses some unique entanglement characteristics for which they are useful in various
information processing protocols. For this class of states
the bound of Eq.(6) is given by(see Appendix.A),
|ϕGGHZ i = cos η|000i + sin η|111i where η ∈ [0,

q
S ≤ B1 where B1 = 1 + 2 1 + sin2 2η.

(14)

Here τ = sin2 2η. Except for η = 0, the class of states
(13) has genuine tripartite entanglement. Thus, from
Eq.(14) we have:
√
B1 = 1 + 2 1 + τ .

(15)

The closed form of violation of Svetlichny inequality is
given by ([36]) S < B2 where
√
1
B2 = 4 1 − τ if τ ≤
3
√
1
= 4 2τ if τ ≥ .
3

FIG. 1: The variation of violation of Svetlichny
inequality with three-tangle τ is plotted for GGHZ
(dashed line) and MS (solid line) subclasses ([36]) of
states. MS violates Svetlichny for any value of τ unlike
that of GGHZ class which reveals genuine nonlocality
(S2 nonlocality) for τ > 31 .

(16)

Hence for any amount of genuine tripartite entanglement
(τ > 0), genuine nonlocality is revealed (using 99-th facet
inequality), i.e., B1 > 3 (FIG.2). Whereas the restrictions imposed on the amount of tripartite entanglement
is τ ∈ ( 13 , 1] to show genuine nonlocality (FIG.1) when
Svetlichny inequality is used [36].

FIG. 2: The amount of nonlocality in terms of the
99-th class facet inequality violation (N S2 -nonlocality
([31]) increases monotonically with the amount of
tripartite entanglement (τ ) for both GGHZ and MS
subclasses. This figure shows that violation is obtained
for any amount of three-tangle.

1.

Bell inequality violation as a measure of quantumness

It has already been mentioned that as violation of a
Bell inequality gurantees nonlocal behaviour of a physical system, hence it may be considered as a mean of detecting quantumness(nonclassicality) of a quantum state.
So from that perspective violation of a Bell inequality
may be compared with a standard measure of quantumness. For that purpose we have considered here discord
monogamy score. For GGHZ class, discord monogamy
score(see Appendix.C) is given by:
δD = −(cos2 η log2 (cos2 η) + sin2 η log2 (sin2 η))

(17)

Both B1 and δD are functions of state parameter η.
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FIG. 3: The degree of violation of 99-th facet inequality
(6), Svetlichny inequality (2) and discord monogamy
score (δD ) are plotted against state parameter η.
Clearly, the nature of the curve representing degree of
violation (6) is the same as that of δD (17) curve which
in turn implies that the degree of violation of Eq.(6) is
more for the states having greater value of δD .
However, if violation of Eq.(2) is considered, there exist
states belonging to the GGHZ class for which δD > 0 but
those states cannot reveal genuine nonlocality in terms
of violation of Svetlichny inequality (2).

B.

Extended GHZ class

The subclass (S) of extended GHZ class of states has
the form([1]):
|χi = λ0 |000i + λ3 |110i + λ4 |111i
(18)
P
where, λi ∈ [−1, 1], and i=0,3,4 λ2i = 1.
√ η and λ4 = sin
√ η , we get the
For λ0 = √12 , λ3 = cos
2
2
MS states([43]):
π
1
√ (|000i + cos η|110i + sin η|111i)) η ∈ [0, ]. (19)
4
2
1.

Bounds for MS subclass

The MS subclass of extended GHZ states have various practical applications. For instance the maximally

entangled GHZ state: |000i√+2|111i (belonging to both MS
and GGHZ subclasses) has been used in various physical
processes [13–15, 66]. For MS state, the N S bound is
given by (see Appendix-B):
q
B3 = 1 + 2 1 + sin2 η.
(20)
Here, τ = sin2 η. Using this relation, the above bound
gets modified as:
√
B3 = 1 + 2 1 + τ .
Hence B3 is of the same form as that of B1 (15). Another class of MS states obtained by swapping qubits
of second and third parties yield the same bound (B3 ).
So any amount of genuine tripartite entanglement suffices to produce violation of Eq.(6). A comparison of the
different values of the bounds (B1 , B3 ) obtained by using GGHZ and MS class suggest that for sin2 η > 0.75
GGHZ class yields more nonlocality in terms of violation of Eq.(6). Besides, for a given amount of genuine
tripartite entanglement both the classes give the same
amount of violation of Eq.(6) in contrast to the violation
of Svetlichny inequality where MS gives more violation
than GGHZ [36, 67, 68]. It is also interesting to note
that variation of maximum quantum violation of 99-th
facet inequality (upto projective measurements) by a tripartite state belonging to GGHZ or MS class with that of
tripartite entanglement measure τ is analogous to variation ofp
maximum quantum violation of CHSH inequality
2 ) for two-qubit pure states [70, 71] with
[69] (2 1 + C12
2
that of bipartite entanglement measure C12
(FIG.4).
Amount Of Quantum Violation

Figure 3 shows that the curve of the quantum correlation measure (δD ) and that of the bound (B1 ) both vary
in a similar fashion. For η ∈ [0, π4 ] Svetlichny inequality
(2) is not violated in the sub interval [0, 0.393] whereas
states show nonlocal character by violating 99-th facet inequality (6). Also, within this sub interval the states have
positive discord monogamy score (δD ). The states having higher measure of quantum correlation show greater
violation of Eq.(6) unlike that of violation of Svetlichny
inequality (2) (FIG.3).
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FIG. 4: The red curve gives variation of maximum
quantum violation(T ) of 99-th facet inequality (6) with
that of τ whereas the dashed curve represents variation
of maximum quantum violation(B) of CHSH inequality
2
with C12
. Evidently, both the violations vary with the
corresponding entanglement measures in a similar
fashion.

2.

Bounds for subclass S

The amount of tripartite entanglement of the subclass
S of extended GHZ states (18) is: τ = 4λ20 λ24 and the

6
2
measure of bipartite entanglements are: C12
= 4λ23 λ20 ,
2
2
C13 = 0 and C23 = 0. The bound for Svetlichny inequality is ([37]):

2
for any amount of bipartite entanglement C12
there is
a region of advantage of 99-th facet inequality (6) over
Svetlichny inequality (2).

S ≤ B4

3.

where
2
√
1 − C12
B4 = 4 1 − τ , if τ ≤
3

q
2
2 + 2τ , if τ > 1 − C12 .
= 4 C12
3

Measure of quantumness

The discord monogamy score (δD ) of |χi (see Appendix
C)is:

(21)

−

((1 −

√
√
√
√
1 − τ ) ln( 1− 21−τ ) + (1 + 1 − τ ) ln( 1+ 21−τ ))
.
ln(4)
(23)

and for the 99-th facet inequality (6) the bound (see
Appendix-B) is:
S ≤ B5
where
B5 = 3 if τ ≤

2
2
C12
(1 − C12
)
,
2
1 + C12

2
√
√
C 2 (1 − C12
)
A + 2C + A − 2C if τ > 12
2
1 + C12
(22)
p
2 (1 − τ − C 2 ). As,
C
where,
A
=
1
+
τ,
C
=
12
12
√
4 1 − τ ≤ 4, this class violates Svetlichny inequality
2
(2) if C12
+ 2τ > 1. Hence up to projective measurements, S2 nonlocality is revealed in a quantum system
1−C 2
using this subclass (S) only if τ ∈ ( 2 12 , 1]. But for the
states belonging to S for which λ0 = √12 , S2 nonlocality
is obtained for any positive value of τ (See Appendix D).
As the Maximal Slice states (19) belongs to this category,
the results related to nonlocality of MS states reported in
[36] can be easily recovered from here. Now, 99-th facet
inequality is violated if B5 > 3, which in turn implies
C 2 (1−C 2 )
that τ must lie in ( 121+C 2 12 , 1]. Clearly any tripar12
tite state belonging to the subclass S and characterized
by λ0 = √12 (See Appendix D) violates 99-th facet inequality(6). But in general for any state belonging to
the subclass S, unlike Svetlichny inequality (2), the 99th facet inequality (6) helps us to reveal N S2 nonlocality
of the correlations emerging from the quantum systems
using the states of the subclass S of extended GHZ class
whose tripartite entanglement is characterized by τ lyC 2 (1−C 2 ) 1−C 2
ing in the interval ( 121+C 2 12 , 2 12 ] (FIG.5). Clearly,

= 1+

FIG. 5: The shaded region indicates the area where
99-th facet inequality (6) emerges as a more efficient
tool over Svetlichny inequality (2) for revealing nonlocal
nature of tripartite correlations in a quantum system
using any state of the subclass S of the extended GHZ
states. Clearly, the region shrinks as bipartite
2
entanglement (C12
) increases. Only small portion of
2
advantage is obtained as C12
increases above 0.75 which
is shown separately in the figure.

Quantum correlation measure (δD ) increases monotonically (FIG.6) with that of τ . The degree of violation of
99-th facet inequality (6) varies in a similar fashion like
discord monogamy score (δD )(for different fixed values of
2
the bipartite entanglement measure C12
) unlike that of
the violation of Svetlichny inequality (2) where the curve
shows no such fixed behavior.

12

IV.

RESISTANCE TO NOISE

An interesting observation from both theoretical and
physical view point is that of resistance offered to noise by

a pure entangled state. For that, we consider a source S
producing a noisy three qubit state(obtained after pass-
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FIG. 6: The degree of violation of 99-th facet inequality (6), Svetlichny inequality (2) and discord monogamy score
2
(δD ) for subclass S of extended GHZ class are plotted against τ for different fixed values of C12
. For τ lying in the
range indicated by portion of the τ axis intercepted in between the points where the blue curve and red curve cut the τ
axis (other than the origin), nonlocal feature of the corresponding correlations is revealed via violation of 99-th facet
inequality (6). For this range of τ , discord monogamy score (δD ) serves as a better tool for detecting genuine
nonlocality compared to Svetlichny inequality (2).

ing the state through a depolarizing channel[72–75]):
I
ω = αρ + (1 − α) , (where α ∈ [0, 1]).
8

(24)

Here α denotes the visibility of three qubit state ρ which
is a measure of the resistance to noise. 1 − α denotes the
probability with which white noise is introduced in the
system by the source. The largest visibility (α) for which
ω is local is referred to as the local visibility threshold
(V ). Considering ρ = |ϕGGHZ ihϕGGHZ |, using 99-th
3
facet inequality one can find α ∈ ( 1 + 2√
, 1] whereas
1+τ

for Svetlichny ([36]) the range is given by α ∈ ( √12τ , 1].
Hence from the point of lowering down the local visibility threshold (V ), the efficiency of 99-th facet inequality
and Svetlichny (2) depends on the amount of tripartite
entanglement present in the corresponding state (produced by the source S) belonging to the GGHZ class
(FIG.7). For ρ = |χihχ|, a similar analysis (FIG.8)
can be made as 99-th facet inequality (6) is violated for
3 √
, 1], whereas α ∈ ( √ 1 2 , 1], if
α ∈ ( 1 + √A+2C+
A−2C
2τ +C12

violation of Svetlichny inequality(2) is considered.

8

FIG. 7: The difference between the lower bounds α1
and α2 of the range of visibility (α) of ω corresponding
to the violation of 99-th facet inequality (6) and
Svetlichny inequality (2) respectively, is plotted against
tripartite entanglement measure (τ ) of GGHZ class.
99-th facet inequality gives maximum advantage in
terms of lowering down local visibility threshold (V ) for
the noisy GGHZ state whose corresponding pure
counterpart has tripartite entanglement (τ ) given by the
point A. On the contrary Svetlichny inequality does the
same for the noisy state corresponding to the point E.
99-th facet inequality helps in lowering down local
visibility (V ) of those noisy GGHZ states whose
corresponding pure counterparts are characterized by
having τ corresponding to any point D lying on the
portion of the curve below τ axis.

A.

Exposure of individual qubits to noise

Apart from considering a one parameter noisy state,
obtained due to the effect of a depolarizing channel on
a pure state, it is also interesting to deal with nonlocal
character of the states when each of the three subsystems
are subjected to:
• independent depolarization with different strength
• individually exposed to amplitude damping with

varying measure of dampness.

1.

Independent depolarization

If all the three subsystems of any pure state of the
GGHZ class(18) are subjected to depolarization of varying strength then the noisy state is given by:

((J1 + J2 ) cos2 η + 2J2 sin2 η)|000ih000| + ((J1 + J2 ) sin2 η + 2J2 cos2 η)|111ih111| +
J1 + 3J2

1
p1 p2 p3 and
where J1 = (1− 3p41 )(1− 3p42 )(1− 3p43 ), J2 = 64
pi (i = 1, 2, 3) denoting the strength of the three depolarizing channels through which the 1st, 2nd and 3rd qubit
of the state are passed respectively. Here 99th facet in-

(J1 −J2 )
2

sin 2η(|000ih111| + |111ih000|)
(25)

equality detects nonlocality of the noisy version of GGHZ
state(25) more efficiently than Svetlichny inequality. For
instance, with the strength of depolarization of the three
channels being p1 = 0.8, p2 = 0.7, p3 = 0.6 and the state
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conclusion can be drawn for MS subclass(19). For a particular instance for this subclass, the channels used in
the previous example can be considered with the state
parameter η = 0.69.

2.

2
FIG. 8: For any value of τ and C12
lying in the shaded
region (R), 99-th facet inequality (6) gives advantage
over Svetlichny inequality (2), i.e., any pure entangled
state (belonging to the subclass S of extended GHZ
class), characterized by its tripartite entanglement (τ )
2
and bipartite entanglement content (C12
) corresponding
to a point lying in the region (R), is more resistant to
noise when Eq.(6) is considered. On the contrary, for
any point lying in the region R′ the corresponding pure
entangled state offers more resistance to noise via
2
Svetlichny inequality (2) violation. For any value of C12
′
above 0.90 discrete portions of R and R are obtained
(highlighted separately).

parameter being η = 0.69, 99th facet inequality(6) is violated whereas Svetlichny inequality(2) is not. Similar

Independent amplitude damping

For practical purposes, analysis of dissipation of energy from a quantum system is an important application
of quantum operations. In that context amplitude damping plays a significant role in characterizing the general
behavior of some related physical processes. For instance,
it may be used to describe the dynamics of an atom which
is spontaneously releasing photon, dynamics of an excited
spin system tending towards equilibrium with its environment or analyzing state of a photon when subjected to
scattering and attenuation in an cavity or interferometer.
Mathematically, amplitude damping is represented using
Krauss operator formalism [72, 76]. When a two qubit
state ̺ is passed through an amplitude damping channel,
the resulting noisy state is given by
+
θAD (̺) = E0̺E0 † E1 ̺E1 † √  (26)
1 √ 0
0 γ
where E0 =
and E1 =
are
0 1−γ
0 0
the Krauss operators used for representing the amplitude damping operation. All the three qubits of the
state are passed in order through three different amplitude damping channel having varying capacity characterized by the parameters γi (i = 1, 2, 3), precisely ith qubit
passes through channel characterized by γi (i = 1, 2, 3).
In such a situation, noisy version of any state of the
GGHZ class is given by:

2η
cos2 η|000ih000| + ( (D1 +D22 ) sin 2η )|000ih111| + ( D1 sin
)|111ih000| + D12 sin2 η|111ih111|
2
2
cos2 η + D12 sin η

p
with D1 = (1 − γ1 )(1 − γ2 )(1 − γ3 ) and D2 = γ1 γ2 γ3 .
As in the case of depolarizing channel, in this case also
99th facet inequality emerges as a better inequality compared to svetlichny(2) to detect nonlocal behavior of any
state belonging to this class. For a particular instance,
one can consider 1st, 2nd and 3rd qubit of the state
0.995|000i + 0.099|111i passing through channels with
γ1 = 0.1, γ2 = 0.08, γ3 = 0.09 respectively. For MS
subclass also it can be concluded that 99th facet inequality(6) surpasses Svetlichny inequality(2) due to its efficiency to detect genuine nonlocality of the noisy states
belonging to this subclass. For a particular numerical example, one may consider the state √12 (|000i+0.955|110i+
0.296|111i)) and three amplitude damping channels with
γ1 = 0.33, γ2 = 0.15, γ3 = 0.09.

V.

(27)

EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION OF
GENUINE NONLOCALITY

In
recent
times
high
fidelity
tripartite
genuine
entangled states
are generated
For instance, in
experimentally([51],[52],[53],[54]).
[52], an experimental set up is reported where maximally
entangled GGHZ state is generated with 86.2% fidelity.
So in any such experiment generating genuine tripartite
entangled states, the nonlocal behavior of the generated
state can be detected by using suitable tripartite Bell
inequality. As already discussed before, Svetlichny nonlocality lacks proper physical interpretation, to be more
precise there exists no clear indication whether signaling
is allowed or not while constructing S2 correlations
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and even if its existence is assumed, then the direction
of signaling(one way or both way) cannot be properly
interpreted. Due to this sort of ambiguity in definition
of S2 correlations, Svetlichny inequality becomes unfit
to be used to detect genuine nonlocality of any experimentally generated genuine entangled state. On the
contrary, while framing 99th facet inequality no signaling
is assumed. Hence definition of N S2 correlations free
from this sort of ambiguity. This in turn points out that
the correlation statistics generated while constructing
the genuine entangled state experimentally may be used
to test the nonlocal nature of the state via the 99th
facet inequality. Apart from the physical point of view,
theoretically we have shown that 99th facet inequality
can detect genuine nonlocality of any state belonging
to the GGHZ class unlike that of Svetlichny inequality.
This in turn gives advantage for experimental purposes.
To be more precise, if the state 0.966|000i + 0.259|111i
is generated experimentally, then Svetlichny inequality
fails to detect genuine nonlocality(16) of this genuine tripartite entangled state(τ = 0.25 < 13 )whereas 99th facet
can detect its nonlocal behavior from the correlation
statistics(15).
VI.

FAMILY OF SOME HIGHER RANK MIXED
STATES

P
For a three-qubit mixed state, ρ = i pi ρi analytical
expressions of three-tangle
are given in terms of convex
P
roof: τ (ρ) = minpi i pi τ (ρi ). So far the analytical expressions for the three-tangle (τ ) for all states of rank-2
[55, 56], rank-3, 4 [57, 58] and rank-n where n = 5, 6, 7, 8
[59] are reported. Mixture of GHZ and W states and
that of GHZ, W and flipped W states are mixed states
of rank-2 and rank-3 respectively:
ρ2 = p |GHZihGHZ| + (1 − p) |W ihW |

ρk3

(28)
f
f|
= p|GHZihGHZ| + q|W ihW | + (1 − p − q)|W ih(29)
W

ρ4 = p|Λ, 1+ihΛ, 1 + | +
ρ5 = p|Λ, 1+ihΛ, 1 + | +
ρ6 = p|Λ, 2−ihΛ, 2 − | +
ρ7 = p|Λ, 3−ihΛ, 3 − | +
ρ8 = p|Λ, 4−ihΛ, 4 − | +

√
√
where |GHZi = |000i+|111i
, |W i = |001i+|010i+|100i
,
2
3
|011i+|110i+|101i
1−p
fi =
√
. and q = k , k being any pos|W
3
itive integer. For k = 1, ρk3 = ρ2 . The study of threetangle (τ ) of these mixed states focusses on the characterization of genuine tripartite entanglement. But none
of these studies demonstrates the nonlocal behavior of
these states. The range of p for which rank-2 and rank-3
(for k = 2, 3, 10) mixed states exhibit nonlocality via violation of 99-th facet (6) and Svetlichny inequality(2) is
summarised in Table I.
As pointed out in [59], the families of high rank
(n = 5,...,8) mixed states are interesting for practical purposes as their tripartite entanglement features would reveal further relations between the quantum phase transitions and quantum entanglement just like concurrence
of mixed two-qubit states which have been applied in the
study of quantum phase transitions. Besides, as τ , being

State
τ >0
Violation of Eq.(6) Violation of Eq.(2)
ρ2 p ≥ 0.6268
p ≥ 0.811876
p ≥ 0.707109
ρ23
p ≥ 0.75
p ≥ 0.819964
p ≥ 0.70719
ρ33 p ≥ 0.7452
p ≥ 0.818825
p ≥ 0.707109
ρ10
p ≥ 0.7452
p ≥ 0.814789
p ≥ 0.707109
3

TABLE I: The table gives a comparison between the
bounds for violation of Svetlichny inequality and 99th
facet inequality along with that of the measure of
tripartite entanglement(τ ) for some of the mixed states
ρ2 , ρi3 (i=2,3,10).
a measure of genuine tripartite entanglement, is capable
of giving certain information in the scheme of quantum
copy machine or three-party quantum teleportation [77].
So a systematic study dealing with the connection of this
measure of genuine entanglement with that of violation
of a Bell-type inequality (facet of a local polytope) can
be useful in related research works. The families of rank
n (4, ...8) are [58, 59]:

(1 − p)
Π (n=4)
3
(1 − p)
(|Λ, 1−ihΛ, 1 − | + 3Π) (n=5)
10
(1 − p)
(Ω + 3Π) (n=6)
11
(1 − p)
(|Λ, 2−ihΛ, 2 − | + 3Ω + 9Π) (n=7)
34
(1 − p)
(|Λ, 2−ihΛ, 2 − | + |Λ, 3−ihΛ, 3 − | + 3Ω + 9Π) (n=8)
35

√
√
√
, |Λ, 2±i = |110i±|001i
where |Λ, 1±i = |000i±|111i
, |Λ, 3±i = |101i±|010i
, |Λ, 4±i =
2
2
2
| + |Λ, 1−ihΛ, 1 − | and Π = |Λ, 2+ihΛ, 2 + | + |Λ, 3+ihΛ, 3 + | + |Λ, 4+ihΛ, 4 + |.

The closed form of the bounds (B6 and B7 ) of 99-th facet

|011i±|100i
√
,
2

(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)

Ω = |Λ, 1+ihΛ, 1 +

inequality for ρ4 and ρ5 are respectively:
p
2 16p2 − 8p + 10 + |1 − 4p|
B6 =
3
p
2
2 37p − 4p + 17 + |1 − 6p|
.
B7 =
5

(35)
(36)
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ρ4 violates Eq.(6) for p ≥ 0.726 and Svetlichny inequality (2) for p ≥ 0.72, whereas it has a nonzero tangle
for p ≥ 0.75 [58]. As genuine multipartite nonlocal nature of the correlations produced by a state is a signature of existence of genuine multipartite entanglement
of the state, the 185-th facet (i.e., Svetlichny inequality
(2)) can be regarded as a better measure of genuine tripartite entanglement of ρ5 than the three tangle(τ ). A
similar sort of results holds for ρ5 which violates Eq.(2)
and Eq.(6) for p ≥ 0.710858 and p ≥ 0.729157 respectively, but has τ > 0 for p ≥ 0.737 [59]. Hence for
p ∈ [0.710858, 0.737] violation of a facet inequality of

State
ρ6
ρ7
ρ8

√

Bound for Eq.(6)

(1+10p)2 +(6(1−p)+|3−14p|)2 +|(12p−1)|
11 p
1.11765p)2 + B 2 + (.11765 + 0.8824p)2

N S2 local polytope serves as a better measure for detecting genuine tripartite entanglement compared to three
tangle. However, a comparative study of the range of p
for non zero three tangle and that of 99-th (6) and 185-th
(2) facet violation for the other three families of higher
rank mixed states (n = 6, 7, 8) does not yield analogous
result and so these facet inequalities can only be used
to demonstrate the genuine tripartite nonlocality of the
correlations produced in a system using these families of
mixed states upto projective measurements. The results
obtained are summarized as follows(Table II):

τ >0

p ≥ 0.2143
(−.11765 +
+ B2
1−p
p ≥ 0.2062
+ |0.26470 − 1.26470p|
2
p +0.0588 + 0.9412p , B = p
2
2
(0.0857 + 0.9143p) + C + (−0.1428 + 1.1429p)2 + C 2
+0.0857 + 0.9142p , C = 0.4572(1 − p) + |.2571 − 1.2571p| p ≥ 0.2490

p

Violation of Eq.(6) Violation of Eq.(2)
p ≥ 0.756458

p ≥ 0.765134

p ≥ 0.759185

p ≥ 0.76444

p ≥ 0.75843

p ≥ 0.763645

TABLE II: The table gives a comparison between the
bounds for violation of Svetlichny inequality and 99th
facet inequality along with that of the measure of
tripartite entanglement(τ ) for some of the higher rank
mixed states ρ6 , ρ7 and ρ8 .

VII.

CONCLUSION:

In conclusion, the above systematic study exploiting the relation between genuine tripartite entanglement
measure and that of genuine tripartite nonlocality reveals
the efficiency of a facet (99-th) of N S2 local polytope
as a tripartite Bell-type inequality over Svetlichny inequality (which is reported as the 185-th facet of N S2
local polytope) for detecting genuine three way nonlocality of GGHZ and a subclass S of extended GHZ class
of pure tripartite genuine entangled states. This in turn
helps to prove the conjecture made by Bancal in([31])
for the GGHZ class of states. Apart from the obvious
changes in the analytical expressions of the bounds of 99th facet inequality from that of Svetlichny inequality (2)
for the corresponding class of states, it is interesting to
note that the rectification (made by Bancal in ([31])), of
local-nonlocal hybrid correlations (1) and thereby giving
a more physically well motivated definition of the same
(1,4,5), contributes in developing more efficient measures
for demonstrating three way nonlocality. So far this sort
of analysis has been reported only in continuous variable
systems of Gaussian states ([44]). A comparative study
between discord monogamy score and violation of these
two facet inequalities clearly points out that from the
perspective of revealing quantumness in a multipartite

system, 99-th facet inequality (6) surpasses Svetlichnhy
inequality (2). Besides, in the context of analyzing the
interplay between mixed state genuine entanglement and
the nonlocality of the corresponding correlations emerging in a quantum system, Eq.(6) gives advantage over
Svetlichny inequality (2) in many cases such as lowering
down the local visibility threshold V of a subclass of noisy
GGHZ and subclass S of extended GHZ states and also
for some family of higher rank mixed states. Here it is
worth mentioning that for some family of mixed states of
rank-4 and rank-5, these facet inequalities (both 2 and 6)
can even be used as a better measure of genuine tripartite entanglement over the usual measure of three tangle (τ ). It will be interesting to explore further in this
approach that whether one can develop a more efficient
measure of detecting three way nonlocality (both mixed
and pure) and also if possible a better measure of genuine entanglement for other family of mixed states by
choosing a suitable facet of the N S2 local polytope and
also by performing more general measurements which in
turn may lead to prove the conjecture made by Bancal
et.al. ([31]). Apart from this, there are many other future directions. The analysis made here can be used in
related physical experiments. One may also explore the
relation between tripartite information content of GGHZ
class [78] and the corresponding nonlocal correlations.
There exists close correspondence between Bell inequal-
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ity violation and nonlocal games [79]. So from that perspective it we will be interesting to develop a detailed
study focussing on the efficiency of GGHZ and subclass
S of extended GHZ class in various protocols based on
nonlocal games [80].
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VIII.

APPENDIX A

In order to obtain the bound given in (14), we consider
the following measurements: X = ~x.σ~1 or, X́ = ~x́.σ~1 on
qubit 1, Y = ~y.σ~2 or, Ý = ~ý.σ~2 on qubit 2, and Z = ~z.σ~3
or, Ź = ~ź.σ~3 on qubit 3, where ~x, ~x́, ~y , ~ý and ~z, ~ź are unit
vectors and σi are the spin projection operators that can
be written in terms of the Pauli matrices. Representing
the unit vectors in spherical coordinate, we have,
~x = (sin θa0 cos φa0 , sin θa0 sin φa0 , cos θa0 ),
~y =
(sin αb0 cos βb0 , sin αb0 sin βb0 , cos αb0 ) and ~z
=
(sin ζc0 cos ηc0 , sin ζc0 sin ηc0 , cos ζc0 ) and similarly,
we define, ~x́, ~ý and ~ź by replacing 0 in the indices by 1.
Then the expectation value of the operator N S (6) with
respect to the state |ϕGGHZ i gives
N S(|ϕGGHZ i) = cos(θa0 ) cos(αb0 )(cos(ζc0 ) cos(2η)−
cos(ζc1 ) cos(2η)) + sin(θa0 ) sin(αb0 )(sin(ζc0 ) cos(βb0 +
ηc0 + φa0 ) sin(2η) − sin(ζc1 ) cos(βb0 + ηc1 + φa0 ) sin 2η)
+cos(ζc0 ) cos(αb1 )+cos(αb1 ) cos(θa1 )+cos(ζc1 ) cos(θa1 ).
(37)
Hence in order to get a maximum value of the N S operator defined in (6), we have to perform a maximization over 12 measurement angles. We first find the
global maximum of N S(|ϕGGHZ i) with respect to θa0
and αb0 . We begin with by finding all critical points of
N S(|ϕGGHZ i) inside the region R = [0, 2π]×[0, 2π] which
are namely (0, 0), ( π2 , − π2 ),(− π2 , π2 ) and ( π2 , π2 ). Among
all these critical points the point ( π2 , π2 ) gives the global
maximum of N S(|ϕGGHZ i). Thus, we have,
N S(|ϕGGHZ i) ≤ sin(ζc0 ) cos(βb0 + ηc0
+φa0 ) sin(2η) − sin(ζc1 ) cos(βb0 + ηc1 + φa0 ) sin(2η)+
cos(ζc0 ) cos(αb1 ) + cos(ζc1 ) cos(θa1 ) + cos(αb1 ) cos(θa1 )
(38)
which when maximized with respect to ζc0 and ζc1 , gives
q
N S(|ϕGGHZ i) ≤ cos2 (αb1 ) + sin2 (2η)
+

q
cos2 (θa1 ) + sin2 (2η) + cos(αb1 ) cos(θa1 ).

(39)

The last inequality is pobtained by using the inequality x cos θ + y sin θ ≤ x2 + y 2 (the equality holds for
tan θ = xy ) and by letting cos2 (βb0 + ηc0 + φa0 ) =
1, cos2 (βb0 + ηc1 + φa0 ) = 1. Again by classifying all
the critical points, it is easy to check that the expression
in Eq.(39) gives the global maximum with respect to αb1
and θa1 for the critical point (0, 0). Therefore, Eq.(39)
reduces to:
q
N S(|ϕGGHZ i) ≤ 1 + 2 1 + sin2 2η
(40)
as stated in Eq.(14).
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IX.

APPENDIX B

For extended GHZ states, the expression of N S (6) is:
N S(|χi) = A0 ((1 − 2λ24 )Y1 − 2λ3 λ4 sin(ζc1) cos(ηc1)) + D0 (2λ0 λ3 Y1 B0 + 2λ0 λ4 sin(ζc0)C0 − 2λ0 λ4 sin(ζc1)C1 )
+ Y0 (1 − 2λ23 ) − 2λ3 λ4 sin(ζc0) cos(ηc0) cos(αb1) − 2λ3 λ4 sin(ζc1) cos(ηc1) cos(θa1) + A1 + 2λ0 λ3 B1 D1 .

where Xi = cos(ζci), Ai = cos(αbi) cos(θai), Bi =
cos(βbi + φai), Ci = cos(βb0 + φa0 + ηci), Di =
sin(αb0) sin(θa0)(i = 0, 1) and X0 + X1 = Y0 , X0 − X1 =
Y1
Considering above expression as a function of sin(θa0)
and sin(αb0), we get the critical points: (0, 0), (1, 1),

(41)

(1, −1), (−1, 1), (−1, −1). The global maximum of this
function gives the required bound.

Case1 : For sin(θa0) = 0 and sin(αb0) = 0

N S(|χi) = X0 (T1 cos(αb1) + T2 ) + sin(ζc0)(−2T3 cos(ηc0) cos(αb1) + 2T3 cos(ηc0))X1 (T1 cos(θa1)
−T2 ) + sin(ζc1)(−2T3 cos(ηc1) cos(θa1) − 2T3 cos(ηc1)) + A1 + 2λ0 λ3 B1 D1

≤

q
cos2 (αb1)(T12 + (2T3 cos(ηc0))2 ) + 2(T1 T2 − 4(T3 )2 ) cos(αb1) + (2T3 cos(ηc0))2 +

q
cos2 (θa1)(T12 + (2T3 cos(ηc1))2 ) + 2(T1 T2 − 4(T3 )2 ) cos(θa1) + (2T3 cos(ηc1))2 + A1 + 2λ0 λ3 B1 D1 .
where T1 =(1 − 2λ23 ), T2 =(1 − 2λ24 ) and T3 =λ3 λ4 The
which on further simplification gives the value 3.
above expression can be considered as a function of
cos(αb1) and cos(θa1) which is maximum for cos(αb1) =
0 and cos(θa1) = 0. Hence the bound gets modified as
q
q
T12 + T22 + 2T1 T2 + T12 + T22 − 2T1 T2 + (4T3 cos(ηc1))2 +1.
which is maximum for ηc1 = 0. So, we get the bound
as,
q
q
4λ40 + 4(λ23 − λ24 )2 + 16λ23 λ24 + 1

Case2: For sin(θa0) = 1 and sin(αb0) = −1

N S(|χi) = X0 (−2λ0 λ3 B0 +T1 cos(αb1))+sin(ζc0)(−2λ0 λ4 C0 −2T3 cos(ηc0) cos(αb1))+cos(ζc1)(−2λ0 λ3 B0 +T1 cos(θa1))
+ sin(ζc1)(−2λ0 λ4 C1 − 2T3 cos(ηc1) cos(θa1)) + A1 + 2λ0 λ3 B1 D1
≤

p
(2λ0 λ3 B0 − T1 cos(αb1))2 + (−2λ0 λ4 C0 − 2T3 cos(ηc0) cos(αb1))2

p
+ (2λ0 λ3 B0 + T1 cos(θa1))2 + (2λ0 λ4 C1 − 2T3 cos(ηc1) cos(θa1))2

= G(cos(αb1), cos(θa1))

which is maximum for cos(αb1) = 0 and cos(θa1) = 0.
Thus, the bound modified as:
p
(2λ0 λ3 B0 − T1 )2 + (2λ0 λ4 C0 + 2T3 cos(ηc0))2

+

p
(2λ0 λ3 B0 + T1 )2 + (2λ0 λ4 C1 − 2T3 cos(ηc1))2 .
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Putting βb0 = φa0 = 0, and then maximizing over ηc0
and ηc1(maximum for ηc0 = ηc1 = 0 ), we get the bound:

p
p
(2λ0 λ3 − T1 )2 + (2λ0 λ4 + 2T3 )2 + (2λ0 λ3 + T1 )2 + (2λ0 λ4 − 2T3 )2
where S(ρ) denotes the Von Neumann entropy of the
state ρ. The classical mutual information for a bipartite
quantum state ρAB :

This on further simplification gives
q
1 + 1 + 4λ20 λ24 + 4λ0 λ3 (1 − 2λ20 )

q
1 + 4λ20 λ24 − 4λ0 λ3 (1 − 2λ20 ).
p
1 + 4λ20 λ24 + 4λ0 λ3 (1 − 2λ20 ) +
So,
f
(1,
−1)
=
1
+
p
2
2
1 + 4λ0 λ4 − 4λ0 λ3 (1 − 2λ20 ).
Similarly, it can be shown that f (−1, 1) = f (1, 1) =
f (−1, −1) = f (1, −1).
2
Using τ = 4λ20 λ24 and C12
= 4λ20 λ23 we get: (1−2λ20 )2 =
2
1 − (τ + C12
).
Hence
r
q
2 (1 − (τ + C 2 ))
f (1, −1) = 1 + 1 + τ + 2 C12
12
q
p
2 (1 − (τ + C 2 )).
+ 1 + τ − 2 C12
12
Clearly,
q
p
2 (1 − (τ + C 2 ))
f (1, −1) > 3 if 1 + τ + 2 C12
12
r
q
+

+ 1+τ −2

2 (1 − (τ + C 2 )) > 2
C12
12

2
which on simplification gives, f (1, −1) > 3 if τ > C12
−
2
2
C12 (1−C12 )
2
4
τ C12 − C12 , i.e., τ > 1+C 2 . So, the global maximum
12
of f (sin(θa0), sin(αb0)) is given by
r
q
2 (1 − (τ + C 2 ))
max{3, 1 + 1 + τ + 2 C12
12
q
p
2 (1 − (τ + C 2 ))}
+ 1 + τ − 2 C12
12
Thus we get the required bound Eq.(22). For MS
√
√ . So
and λ4 = sin(η)
subclass, λ0 = √12 , λ3 = cos(η)
2
2
2
τ = sin2 (η) and C12
= cos2 (η). Hence the bound becomes:
q
1 + 1 + sin2 (η) + cos2 (η)(1 − sin2 (η) − cos2 (η))
q
+ 1 + sin2 (η) − cos2 (η)(1 − sin2 (η) − cos2 (η))
q
= 1 + 2 1 + sin2 (η)
which is the bound (20) for Maximal Slice states.

X.

APPENDIX C

Calculation of monogamy score δD of GGHZ class and
subclass S of extended GHZ class of states: The mutual
information, for a quantum state ρAB , is given by [81–85]:
I(ρAB ) = S(ρA ) + S(ρB ) − S(ρAB ).

(42)

J (ρAB ) = S(ρA ) − S(ρA/B ).

(43)

S(ρA/B ) is the quantum conditional entropy given by:
S(ρA/B ) = minΠB
i

X
i

pi S(ρA/i )

(44)

where the minimization is over all rank-1 measurements,
ΠB
i performed over subsystem B. Here pi is the corresponding probability for obtaining the outcome i and
ρA/i denotes the corresponding post measurement state
of the subsystem A. The quantum discord [62, 63] of a
state ρAB is given by:
D(ρAB ) = I(ρAB ) − J (ρAB ).

(45)

For GGHZ class of states, ρABC = |ϕGGHZ ihϕGGHZ |.
ρAB = ρAC = cos2 (η)|00ih00| + sin2 (η)|11ih11|. Now
both of ρAB and ρACPare classical quantum states (i.e.,
they are of the form: pk ρk ⊗ |kihk|). Hence D(ρAB ) =
D(ρAC ) = 0 (discord of a classical state vanishes).
ρA:BC is a bipartite (with A as one party and B and C
together taken as another party) pure state. As quantum
discord of a bipartite pure state is equal to its measure of
entanglement, D(ρA:BC ) is given by the Von Neumann
entropy of the corresponding reduced states. Hence
D(ρA:BC ) = S(ρA )
= −(cos2 η log2 (cos2 η) + sin2 η log2 (sin2 η)).
This gives the the discord monogamy score of |ϕG HZi.
For subclass S of extended GHZ class of states ρABC =
|χihχ|.
ρAB = λ20 |00ih00|+(1−λ20)|11ih11|+λ3 λ0 (|00ih11|+|11ih00|).
In order to calculate the discord of a state one has to
calculate Eq.(44) which is hard to compute for obvious
reasons. However ρAB belongs to the class of X states
for which an algorithm calculating discord is reported in
[86]. Following the technique used there we get
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1−r
− ln 4(λ20 ln(λ20 ) + (1 − λ20 ) ln(1 − λ20 )) + ln(2)(1 + r log2 ( 1+r
2 ) + 1 − r log2 ( 2 ))
ln(2) ln(4)

where r =

p
1 + 4λ40 + 4λ20 (−1 + λ23 ).

Now ρAC = λ20 |00ih00| + λ24 |11ih11| + λ23 |10ih10| +
T3 (|11ih10| + |10ih11|).
P It is a classical quantum state
of the form |kihk| ⊗ pk ρk . Hence D(ρAC ) = 0. Here
ρA:BC is a bipartite (with A as one party and B and
C together taken as another party) pure state. Hence
D(ρA:BC ) = −(λ20 log2 (λ20 ) + (1 − λ20 ) log2 (1 − λ20 )).
On further simplification and using τ = 4λ20 λ24 and
2
C12
= 4λ20 λ23 in Eq.(12), we get the discord monogamy
score (23).
XI.

APPENDIX D

2
Relation between τ and C12
for states belonging to extended GHZ class of states characterized by λ0 = √12 : As
λ0 = √12 ,

τ = 2λ24

(46)

2
C12
= 2λ23

(47)

and

Hence

2
τ = 1 − C12
.

(48)

1−C 2

Hence τ > 2 12 which in turn implies that for λ0 = √12
Svetlichny inequality(2) is always violated. Now we focus on the range of τ occurring in the bound of the 99th
facet inequality(6). We claim that τ always lies inside
C 2 (1−C 2 )
the interval ( 121+C 2 12 , 1]. If possible let τ lies outside
12

the interval (

2
2
C12
(1−C12
)
,
2
1+C12

1], i.e. there exists some value
C 2 (1−C 2 )

τ lying outside this interval. This gives τ < 121+C 2 12
12
which along with Eqs.(46, 47) implies 1 < 0. This proves
our claim which in turn implies for λ0 = √12 , 99 facet
inequality(6) is violated for any positive value of τ and
hence by any tripartite pure state belonging to the subclass S and characterized by λ0 = √12 .

